
MountainSky Aerial Photography, LLC

High Definition Virtual Tours & Aerial Real Estate Photography Services

Capture your listing at a whole new height! Quick home sales are a by-product 
of  our real estate photography services. Our focus is giving our clients a level 

of  service that is unmatched in the industry.

All Homes are professionally photographed using state-of-the-art 4k Video and High Resolution 20mp cameras 
using DJI Professional Grade Drones. Our base price for upto 3 aerial views is just $ 99.00!

Residential - Commercial - Ranch
Call to schedule your listing today!

(970) 623-5317

3D Modeling Available

Web: MounainSkyaerial.com
Mike@mountainskyaerial.com

ProTours



Why choose MountainSky Aerial Photography?
• Competitive Pricing (3 Aerial views for $ 99.00)
•  Experience - Freelance Photography since 1977
• Full Service & Post Production:
 Traditional MLS Photography Service
 Aerial Stills & 4K Video
 UHD Video ProTours
 RealView Flights (Autonomous GPS Waypoint)
 Aerial Time-Lapse
 In-House Post-Production (No Outsourcing)
• Dedicated client portal: Schedule, View, Manage, Pay
• FAA Part 107 Licensed and Insured sUAS pilots

RealView Pre-Planned FlightsUsing advanced flight 
software we create a 
RealView. With Re-
alView, we can Pre-Plan 
an entire cinematic 
flight regardless if  it’s 
one property, a Ranch 
or an entire subdivision. 
What makes RealView 
different? All aspects 
are pre-programmed, 
and autonomous while 
still under the complete, 
safe control of the sUAS 
pilot. In the property 
shown, it is a large

property (30 acres) which has many points of interest. Free flight (Pilot controlled) would take several flights to 
focus on all the different amenities and would not be repeatable for time lapse video. However, using RealView, 
we can prepare an autonomous flight with pre-programmed focus strategies for each building. We can program 
a cinematic 4k video while at the same time including aerial stills along the way, that focus on the specifics of 
the property. We control the altitude, speed, camera settings, angle, flight path and so much more, all in one 
cinematic flight! Actual flight time for this property; less than 10 minutes! And because we use GPS way-points, 
we can repeat the exact same flight as many times as needed. Imagine an aerial time lapse for a new subdivision 
as it progresses through completion.  With Path Inspector and Mission Preview, we can fly the mission right in 
your office before we go out into the field so you can be assured your getting exactly what you want!  

Residential - Commercial - Ranch
Call to schedule your listing today!

(970) 623-5317
Mike@mountainskyaerial.com


